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"As the lines between traditional restaurant segments
continue to blur, QSRs (quick service restaurants) have

been taking steps to remain competitive in the changing
restaurant landscape. Most QSR users agree that QSRs are

the best option when they are short on time. QSRs must
make it a priority to maintain this position by continuing

to deliver tasty food conveniently and consistently."
- Emily Turner, Foodservice Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

As a secondary focus, QSRs must strive to appeal to both consumers that are willing to pay more for
more sophisticated options and premium ingredients as well as customers that expect the “fast-food”
they’ve always known at affordable prices. To remain relevant, QSRs must monitor consumer and
foodservice trends and make any appropriate changes. To grow within the segment, QSRs will need to
innovate while remaining true to their core brand mission, vision, and loyal core consumer.

The purpose of this Report is to analyze consumers’ attitudes, behaviors, and perceptions surrounding
QSRs. It will also explain what is trending at QSRs, both on the menu and more broadly across the
segment, as well as profile some of the newer players in the market. While this Report touches on
convenience store, grocery, and fast casual restaurants, this report exclusively focuses on QSRs.

For the purposes of this Report Mintel has used the following restaurant definitions:

• Limited service restaurants (LSRs) – These establishments provide food services where
customers usually select and order items and pay before dining. Food/drink may be
consumed on the premises, offered as carryout, or delivered to the customer’s location.
They may also sell alcoholic beverages. LSRs include both QSRs and fast casual
restaurants.

• Quick service restaurants (QSRs) – Used interchangeably with “fast-food,” QSRs
specialize in inexpensive, convenient meals. There is no waiter service, no alcoholic
beverages, and low price point. Examples include: McDonald’s, Kentucky Fried Chicken,
Taco Bell, Wendy’s, and Pizza Hut.

• Fast casual restaurants – These establishments are characterized by a higher price point
than QSRs though not as high as full service restaurants. Fast casuals do not offer waiter
service and may or may not serve alcohol. Examples include: Chipotle, Panera Bread,
Shake Shack, and Blaze Pizza.

Full service restaurants (FSRs) – These establishments have waiter/waitress service in which customers
order and are served while seated. They may also sell alcoholic beverages and offer carryout services.
These include the restaurant segments: midscale, casual dining, and fine dining
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Convenience and tastiness drive QSR visitations
Figure 12: Reasons for visiting QSR, February 2016

Dads love QSRs
Figure 13: Reasons for visiting QSR, by parents and gender, February 2016

Figure 14: Top reasons for visiting a restaurant with the family, “Any rank,” June 2015, Families Dining Out – US, September 2015.

QSR visitation reasons vary by age and income
Figure 15: Reasons for visiting QSR, by age and income, February 2016
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Overall satisfaction with QSRs is high; KDA reveals areas to improve/promote
Figure 16: Key drivers of level of satisfaction with QSR visited most often, February 2016

QSR visitation is stagnant despite generally favorable opinions
Figure 17: QSR statement agreement, February 2016

Loyalty programs are an area of opportunity for QSRs
Figure 18: QSR statement agreement, “I am more likely to visit [a QSR] that has a loyalty program,” by select demographics, February
2016

QSR “loyalists"
Figure 19: QSR statement agreement, “I am willing to go out of my way to visit [a QSR] I like,” by select demographics, February
2016

Appeal of deals varies by demographics
Figure 20: QSR deal/value appeal, February 2016

Figure 21: QSR deal/value appeal, “Family/group value meals,” by size of household, February 2016

Women are most motivated by coupons
Figure 22: QSR deal/value appeal, by age and gender, February 2016

Efficacy of deals varies by income
Figure 23: QSR deal/value appeal, by income, February 2016

Parents want deals when they dine out
Figure 24: QSR deal/value appeal, parents, February 2016
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Figure 25: TURF analysis: QSR deals, February 2016
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Terms

Simmons

6-month NCHS Adult Study
Figure 26: QSR visitation by brand in the past 30 days, fall 2013-fall 2015

Interpretation of results KDA
Figure 27: Level of satisfaction with QSR visited most often, – Key driver output, February 2016

TURF analysis
Figure 28: TURF analysis – QSR value deals, February 2016
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